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a b s t r a c t

It is well-established in memory research that retrieval fosters learning. When applying this effect in
education, it is an important question which type of retrieval task works best. Several studies have
shown that learning is enhanced by linking new information with prior knowledge. A potential approach
to making retrieval more effective, therefore, is to enrich retrieval instructions with the requirement to
elaborate on the learning contents and link them to what is already known. In this study, we compared a
free recall condition, as used in many studies on learning by retrieval, with a prompted recall condition in
which learners were required to recall the information and apply it to their lives. Fifty-six undergraduate
students were randomly assigned to one of these two conditions. They learned from a video-recorded
lecture. One week later, learning outcomes were assessed by a posttest measuring fact recall and
comprehension of the contents from the video lecture. Learners in the prompted recall group, compared
to the free recall group, used more elaborative strategies in response to the recall task and achieved
better comprehension scores. The effect on comprehension was mediated by the use of elaborative
strategies. This pattern of results supports the constructive retrieval hypothesis, stating that retrieval is
most effective when it involves constructive elaboration of the contents being learned. Our findings also
encourage the use of pedagogical tasks in classroom teaching that combine elaboration and retrieval.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many studies have shown that retrieval enhances learning.
When students receive instruction over some information via a
lecture or reading assignment, practicing to recall that information
afterward increases the chances that it will be recalled again in the
future. Information that students practice recalling is retained
significantly better than information that they do not practice
recalling (McDaniel, Thomas, Agarwal, McDermott, & Roediger,
2013; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). Furthermore, practicing to
recall information enhances later retention evenwhen compared to
alternative, non-retrieval-based strategies that involve additional
exposure to the material, such as copying the information
gy, University of Freiburg,
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(Carpenter et al., 2016), re-reading it (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006;
Roediger, Agarwal, McDaniel, & McDermott, 2011), or organizing
it in a newway (Coane, 2013; Goossens, Camp, Verkoeijen, Tabbers,
& Zwaan, 2014).

A large number of studies has confirmed that retrieval is an
effective tool for learning a variety of information (for recent re-
views, see Carpenter, 2012; Delaney, Verkoeijen, & Spirgel, 2010;
Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013; Roediger,
Putnam, & Smith, 2011; Rowland, 2014), and can be readily
applied to enhancing students learning in their courses (Carpenter,
Pashler, & Cepeda, 2009; Carpenter, Sachs, Martin, Schmidt, &
Looft, 2012; Carpenter et al., 2016; Goossens et al., 2014; Jaeger,
Eisenkraemer, & Stein, 2015; Karpicke, Blunt, Smith, & Karpicke,
2014; McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007;
McDaniel, Wildman, & Anderson, 2012; Roediger et al., 2011).
Given these findings, practice testing has often been advocated as a
pedagogical tool that should be implemented to enhance learning
in educational settings (Carpenter, 2014; Pashler et al., 2007;
Roediger & Pyc, 2012).

Studies exploring the benefits of retrieval typically use a fairly
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straightforward test such as free recall, cued recall, or multiple-
choice, and find that retrieval is beneficial for learning. Less com-
mon, however, are efforts to modify the retrieval task in a way that
produces even greater benefits on learning. Some studies have
shown that higher doses of retrieval practiced that is, practicing to
recall term-definitions to a criterion of three correct recalls, instead
of just one d can increase the effectiveness of retrieval for both
long-term retention and savings in re-learning (Rawson &
Dunlosky, 2011, 2013; see also). The long-term benefits of
repeated retrieval are also greater when students engage in
retrieval attempts that are distributed in time, or “spaced out,”
relative to the same number of retrieval attempts that occur in
closer proximity (e.g., Carpenter & DeLosh, 2005; Carpenter &
Yeung, 2017; Pashler, Zarow, & Triplett, 2003; Pavlik & Anderson,
2005; Pyc & Rawson, 2012; Rawson & Dunlosky, 2013; Rawson,
Vaughn, & Carpenter, 2015). Finally, retrieval practice can be
more effective when students practice answering higher-order
questions of the type that require comprehension and applica-
tion, as opposed to relatively discrete fact-based questions (Jensen,
McDaniel, Woodard, & Kummer, 2014).

Thus, the effectiveness of retrieval may be enhanced by spacing
out repeated retrieval attempts, or by asking deep comprehension
questions. Implementing these techniques in instructional settings
may not be completely straightforward, however. These factors
have the effect of making retrieval more challenging, which could
create undesirable consequences. There is some evidence that if
retrieval is too difficult, it may be ineffective, or even counter-
effective, for some learners (e.g., see Carpenter et al., 2016; Karpicke
et al., 2014; van Gog & Sweller, 2015).

An alternative approach to optimizing retrieval practice is to
allow learners to retrieve the information while applying a delib-
erate strategy designed to maximize retention. Such a strategy can
take the form of an attempt to expand upon the information being
retrieved by drawing connections between concepts, or by con-
necting the material to prior knowledge. Studies have shown that
linking new information with prior knowledge through elaborative
interrogation d coming up with an explanation for a stated fact or
concept d results in superior learning compared to simply reading
the information (Pressley, McDaniel, Turnure, Wood, & Ahmad,
1987; Willoughby & Wood, 1994). Along these lines, Hinze, Wiley,
and Pellegrino (2013, Experiment 2) found that, after encoding a
series of scientific texts but before attempting to recall those texts,
participants who were given instructions to expect an inference-
based final test (e.g., involving “how” and “why” questions over
processes and applications from the texts) performed better on a
one-week delayed final test than those who were given in-
structions to expect a detail-based final test (e.g., involving “what”
questions over terms and functions from the texts). In a subsequent
experiment (Experiment 3) participants achieved significantly
higher final test performance when they read a text followed by
instructions to explain, rather than simply recall, the content from
it.

Similar findings have been obtained from several studies on
journal writing as a type of follow-up activity to seminar or lecture
sessions (e.g., Berthold, Nückles,& Renkl, 2007; Nückles, Hübner,&
Renkl, 2009; Nückles, Hübner, Dümer, & Renkl, 2010). In these
studies, a learning condition quite similar to the free-recall condi-
tions in studies of retrieval practice was used, in that learners were
required to write minutes (i.e., a protocol) about what they had
learned in the previous session. However, a pure free-recall type of
protocol writing was usually found to be the worst option with
respect to final learning outcomes. Instead, it was superior to enrich
the instructions by providing prompts designed to increase such
learning strategies as elaboration. In particular, prompts such as
“Which examples can you think of that illustrate, confirm, or
conflict with the learning contents?” fostered learning (e.g.,
Berthold et al., 2007; Nückles et al., 2009, 2010).

The effects of such elaborative strategies have not been sys-
tematically explored in studies of retrieval practice. Furthermore,
many studies of retrieval practice havemeasured direct retention of
relatively simple materials such as word pairs (see Rowland, 2014),
so it is unknown whether the use of elaborative strategies consis-
tently enhances retrieval-based learning of more complex mate-
rials. Indeed, a major limitation of the literature on retrieval
practice is that the learning outcomes in most studies have been
restricted to measures of direct retention of fairly simple materials
(see Carpenter, 2012). We currently know much less about the
power of retrieval to enhance the arguably more important out-
comes of understanding and comprehension of complex,
educationally-relevant learning contents (for discussions on this
topic, see Butler, 2010; Carpenter, 2014; Pellegrino, 2012).

To that end, the current study was designed to explore the ef-
fects of an elaborative retrieval strategy on both retention and
comprehension of complex, educationally-relevant material. Based
on previous work showing that the learning of new information is
enhanced when it can be linked with prior knowledge (Pressley
et al., 1987; Willoughby & Wood, 1994), and studies of the
constructive retrieval hypothesis (Hinze et al., 2013) demonstrating
that learning is enhanced under conditions in which retrieval en-
courages the construction of inferences between concepts, it might
be expected that retrieval-based learning is particularly effective
when the retrieval conditions promote the construction of in-
ferences based on prior knowledge.

The current study used this approach to explore learning from
lectures d an educationally-realistic but seldom-used task in
studies of retrieval practice (but see Butler & Roediger, 2007;
Szpunar, Jing, & Schacter, 2014). After viewing a 30-min video-
recorded lecture, one group of participants (the Free Recall
Group) was instructed to freely recall all of the information they
could remember from the video lecture, while the other group (the
Prompted Recall Group) was given the same instructions supple-
mented with the additional instruction to provide examples from
their own lives that related to the material they were recalling. One
week later, both groups of participants returned for a final test
containing both fact-based and comprehension-based questions
from the video lecture.

Adopting a constructive retrieval view, we formulated the
following hypotheses. We assumed that enriching a free-recall task
with an elaborative prompt would increase the participants' use of
elaborative strategies in initial recall (Strategy Hypothesis); testing
this hypothesis can also be seen as a type of manipulation check,
that is, determining whether the prompt actually elicited the
intended elaboration strategies. We assumed that an elaborative
prompt would enhance comprehension of the learning contents
(Learning-Outcomes Hypothesis). We also tested the effects on fact
learning. The central hypothesis of this study is that the expected
effect on comprehension is mediated by the elaboration strategies
employed during recall (Mediation Hypothesis). We aimed to test
the robustness of the expected mediation effect, that is, if there
were variables correlating with learning outcomes, we included
them in the mediation model to clarify their role in the learning
outcomes.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Fifty-six undergraduate students (age: M ¼ 23.16, SD ¼ 3.42) of
different majors participated in this study. Participants were given
course credit for participation. All participants were aware of taking
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part in research.We informed each participant about the possibility
of quitting the experiment with no repercussions or disadvantage
at any time. All participants provided informed consent and
allowed us to use their collected data anonymously for
publications.

2.2. Procedure

The experimental sessions were all computer-based. We used a
three-phase procedure consisting of a learning phase (video lec-
ture), intervention phase (Free or Prompted Recall), and an
assessment phase (posttest on learning outcomes). There were two
experimental sessions one week apart. In the first session partici-
pants watched the video lecture (learning phase) and then imme-
diately worked on a free-recall task or a prompted-recall task,
depending on condition. Additionally, participants were asked to
rate their mental effort after the recall task (intervention phase). In
the second session, we assessed learning outcomes (assessment
phase).

2.3. Materials and design

Weused a video-recorded lecture of 30min about cognitive load
theory (e.g., Sweller, Ayres, & Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, van
Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998, pp. 251e296). This presentation has
been successfully used in a previous study on learning by journal
writing (Nückles et al., 2009). We instructed the participants to
watch the video lecture carefully and we informed them about the
upcoming posttest.

After watching the video lecture, participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions: Free Recall (25 participants) or
Prompted Recall (30 participants). In the Free Recall Condition, we
provided the following instruction: “Please, write down all con-
tents you can remember from the just seen video lecture” (trans-
lation from German by the first author). In the Prompted Recall
Condition, we enriched the free-recall instruction with an elabo-
rative prompt: “In doing so, please refer to examples fromyour own
life, which illustrate the learning material, are consistent with it, or
stand in conflict with it”. A very similar elaboration prompt has
been used successfully in earlier studies on journal writing (e.g.,
Glogger, Schwonke, Holz€apfel, Nückles, & Renkl, 2012; Nückles
et al., 2009). Participants in both conditions had to type their an-
swers into text boxes provided by the experimental program. To
assess subjective mental effort, we asked participants directly after
the (Free or Prompted) recall task to rate the mental effort they had
to invest (Sweller et al., 2011). Participants indicated their mental
effort using a scroll-bar (range: 1 [ ¼ low] to 9 [ ¼ high]).

The posttest was administered one week later and consisted of
two sub-scales: facts and comprehension. The facts scale consisted
of five questions tapping factual knowledge presented in the video
lecture (e.g., “What does integrated format mean?”, see also
Appendix A for the full list of items). Participants had to provide
free-text answers. The internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) of
this scale was acceptable (a¼ 57; see Schmitt,1996, for a discussion
of why internal consistencies over 0.5 are acceptable for learning
outcome measures in meaningful learning contexts). The compre-
hension scale comprised four questions requiring either the
application of knowledge or explanations presented in the video
lecture (e.g., “In a conversation with a friend who is becoming a
math teacher, she is telling you how difficult math teaching is.
Today, she taught the Pythagorean Theorem. After explaining the
theorem and illustrating it by an example, students should inde-
pendently solve tasks. But students were not able to cope with the
tasks. She did not have the feeling of successfully reaching her
teaching goal. How would you explain to your friend what the
problems of her teaching are from a cognitive load perspective, and
how she could solve the problem?”, see Appendix B for the full list
of items). Participants had to provide free-text answers. We scored
the participants' answers to the posttest questions, and again ob-
tained high interrater reliability (over both conditions, ICC ¼ 0.97).
The internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) of this scale was
acceptable (a ¼ 0.71; Schmitt, 1996).

2.4. Coding of recall protocols

We provided raters with a coding scheme for the intervention.
Firstly the raters coded how many of the scientific concepts
mentioned in the video lecture were included in participants' re-
sponses to the (Free or Prompted) recall task. Raters had to decide if
a participant's answer contained the correct specific concept or not
(e.g. integrated format, task interactivity, etc.). Twenty percent of
participants' responses were coded by a second rater. We obtained
high interrater reliability for determining the number of correct
scientific concepts included in the protocols (over both conditions,
intraclass correlation [ICC] ¼ 0.91).

Secondly raters coded for the learning strategies used in the
intervention. We provided raters with an adapted coding scheme
for assessing learning-strategy indicators similar to one used in a
previous study on journal writing (Glogger et al., 2012). This coding
scheme referred to elaborative strategies (e.g., linking recalled in-
formation to own experiences or coming up with known exam-
ples), organizational strategies (e.g., identifying main ideas and
their interrelations) and metacognitive strategies (e.g., stating
problems in understanding, planning to overcome these problems).
It provided a description of each strategy (i.e., elaboration, orga-
nization, and metacognition), together with prototypical examples
(e.g., “Intrinsic load depends on the prior knowledge a learner has.
[…]. In my case a text talking about soccer is easier to read than a
text about lacrosse, because I know much about this sport.
Although the complexity of the topic might be similar, the intrinsic
load of the soccer text should be less for me.”). For coding, raters
read the recall protocols and had to decide whether a passage
included a learning strategy. If a learning strategy was detected,
raters had to decide which type of learning strategy was used.
Twenty percent of the protocols were rated by a second rater,
revealing high interrater reliability (over both conditions,
ICC ¼ 0.91).

2.5. Analyses

We used an alpha level of 0.05 or confidence intervals (CI) of 95%
for all statistical tests. We relied on two-sided tests. Cohen's d was
used as an effect size index. The values 0.20, 0.50 and 0.80 are
considered as small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively.

Data from one participant were excluded after outlier analysis.
The posttest scores were more than 1.5 interquartile ranges away
from those of the other participants.

3. Results

There were no significant differences between conditions (Free
Recall and Prompted Recall) with respect to the number of scientific
concepts from the video lecture that were included in the written
responses to the recall task, t (53) ¼ 1.52, p ¼ 0.135 (for descriptive
statistics see Table 1). The two groups also did not differ in the use
of metacognitive strategies, t (53) ¼ 0.45, p ¼ 0.655, and organi-
zational strategies, t (51.15) ¼ 0.13, p ¼ 0.897 (t-test for unequal
variances). Furthermore, there were no group differences in the
reported mental effort during the recall task, t (53) ¼ 0.097,
p ¼ 0.923.



Table 1
Means and standard deviations (in brackets) of main variables in both groups.

Free recall Prompted recall

Intervention task
Scientific concepts 4.96 (1.54) 4.27 (1.80)
Number of words 252.40 (103.87) 341.23 (171.59)
Time in min. 15.96 (6.97) 22.94 (10.24)
Metacognition 0.20 (0.50) 0.27 (0.58)
Organization 1.90 (0.50) 1.88 (0.66)
Elaboration 0.36 (0.64) 4.03 (3.13)
Subjective mental effort 5.72 (1.54) 5.77 (1.96)
Posttest
Facts 5.24 (3.56) 5.26 (3.36)
Comprehension 5.56 (2.57) 7.13 (2.55)

1 Interestingly, an analog multiple regression predicting fact recall yielded a
reverse pattern of results. Fact recall was significantly predicted by the recalled
scientific concepts in response to the recall task (b ¼ 0.38, t (52) ¼ 2.50, p < 0.016)
but not by the number of words used for elaboration (b ¼ 0.05, t (52) ¼ �0.31,
p ¼ 0.754).
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As predicted, there was a significant difference between groups
in the use of elaborative strategies, t (31.86) ¼ 6.27, p < 0.001,
d ¼ 1.62 (t-test for unequal variances). The Prompted Recall Group
used significantly more elaboration strategies than the Free Recall
Group (Table 1). The Free Recall Group hardly used any elaboration
strategies at all, with only 5 of the 25 participants including these
strategies in their recall protocols. In contrast, 26 of the 30 partic-
ipants in the Prompted Recall Group used elaboration strategies.
Thus, the Strategy Hypothesis was confirmed.

We also checked to what extent excluding the non-compliant
participants (i.e., the 4 participants not providing elaborations in
the Prompted Recall Group) changed the pattern of findings. Firstly,
we included them into the control group and, secondly, we
excluded them from the analyses. Both procedures did not change
the pattern of results.

Differences also emerged between the two groups in time-on-
task and length of recall protocols (see Table 1). The Prompted
Recall Group took more time than the Free Recall Group to com-
plete the recall task, t (51.13) ¼ 2.99, p ¼ 0.004, d ¼ 0.80 (t-test for
unequal variances). In addition, the Prompted Recall Group wrote
longer responses than the Free Recall Group, t (48.73) ¼ 2.36, p ¼
0.022, d ¼ 0.63 (t-test for unequal variances).

In summary, enriching free recall by an elaboration prompt did
not affect the accuracy of recalling contents from the video lecture,
perceived mental effort, or the use of organizational and meta-
cognitive strategies. It did, however, increase the use of elaborative
strategies, time-on-task, and length of responses. Thus, elaborative
strategies, time spent on the recall task, and number of words
produced in the recall protocols were used in our mediation ana-
lyses predicting posttest performance.

On the one-week delayed posttest, the Prompted Recall Group
outperformed the Free Recall Group on comprehension questions, t
(53)¼ 2.269, p¼ 0.027, d¼ 0.62 (Table 1), but not on fact questions,
t (53) ¼ 0.029, p ¼ 0.977. This finding confirms the Learning-Out-
comes Hypothesis. The finding that including an elaboration prompt
during recall produced significant benefits on later comprehension
is in line with the constructive retrieval hypothesis (Hinze et al.,
2013).

We tested the Mediation Hypothesis, in a first step, by using the
model depicted in Fig. 1. In addition to the effect of condition on the
use of elaborative strategies (Strategy Hypothesis; path a) and the
effect of condition on comprehension (Learning-Outcomes Hypoth-
esis, path c), a regression analysis further showed that the use of
elaborative strategies significantly predicted comprehension even
when controlling for condition, b ¼ 0.298 p ¼ 0.045 (path b). A
bootstrapping analysis with m ¼ 1000 using Hayes process-tool
(see Hayes, 2013) revealed a significant indirect effect, b ¼ 1.10,
95% CI [0.18, 2.20] (i.e., mediation effect; see Fig. 1). The direct effect
of condition on comprehension disappeared (i.e., no statistical
significance) whenwe included elaborative strategies as amediator
(p ¼ 0.58). This pattern of findings represents a full mediation
(Hayes, 2013). The effect size of themediationwasmedium to large,
k2 ¼ 0.1709 [0.0309 0.3390]; complete standardized indirect effects
0.21, CI [0.0313, 0.4286] (see Preacher & Kelley, 2011).

In a second step, we added time-on-task and number of words
included in the recall protocols (both of which differed between the
two conditions) as additional predictors. Using three predictors
(elaborative strategies, time-on-task, and number of words), a
bootstrapping analysis with m ¼ 1000 using Hayes process-tool
(see Hayes, 2013) revealed that time-on-task did not predict
comprehension when the other two predictors were included
(b ¼ 0.0008, p ¼ 0.2718, CI [-0.0007; 0.0024]). Hence, we found a
model with two mediators: elaborative strategies and number of
words (Fig. 2). In this model recall type (Free vs. Prompted Recall)
did not have a direct influence on the number of words, but was
mediated by the use of elaborative strategies. Use of elaborative
strategies did not have a direct influence on comprehension, but
was mediated by the number of words. The indirect effect was
statistically significant, b ¼ 1.64, 95% CI [0.67, 2.72] (i.e., mediation
effect; see Fig. 2; direct effect after controlling for mediators:
p ¼ 0.14). This pattern of findings represented a full mediation. The
effect size of the mediation indicated by the completely standard-
ized indirect effects is 0.31, CI [0.14 0.52]. This effect size is even
bigger compared to the effect size found in the first model (note
that k2 cannot be calculated using two mediators, which is why
completely standardized indirect effects are used to compare effect
sizes). All other possibilities of sequencing the potential mediators
were checked as well. There was no other sequencing having sig-
nificant paths and indirect effects together.

Thus, the use of elaborative strategies led to longer responses
which, in turn, were associated with enhanced comprehension.
More fine-grained analyses revealed that the positive relationship
between the number of words produced on the recall protocols and
later comprehension was driven by words that reflected elabora-
tion. A multiple regression analysis showed that the length of the
recall protocols significantly predicted final comprehension scores
even after controlling for the number of correct scientific concepts
that were included in those protocols (b ¼ 0.45, t(52) ¼ 3.40,
p < 0.001); the number of correct scientific concepts did not
significantly predict comprehension (b ¼ 0.20, t(52) ¼ 1.46,
p ¼ 0.151).1 The enhanced comprehension scores resulting from
longer protocols, therefore, was not simply a product of the longer
protocols being more accurate. Beyond the accuracy of initial recall,
a unique portion of the variance in comprehension scores was
accounted for by the degree to which participants elaborated upon
the information and described how it applied to their lives. Overall,
these finding confirm the Mediation Hypothesis.
4. Discussion

We hypothesized that enriching free recall instructions with an
elaborative prompt would lead to the use of more elaborative
strategies in initial recall (Strategy Hypothesis). This hypothesis
was confirmed, as the Prompted Recall Group used significantly
more elaborative strategies than the Free Recall Group. We further
hypothesized that an elaborative prompt would enhance the
comprehension of the learning contents (Learning-Outcomes Hy-
pothesis). This hypothesis was also confirmed. The Prompted Recall



Recall type
Prompted Recall vs. Free Recall

Use of elaborative 
strategies

total effect c: β = 1.57 p = 0.03
direct effect, c‘: β = 0.48, p = 0.58

indirect effect, 1.10, 95% CI [0.18, 2.20]
completely standardized indirect effects 0.21, CI [0.0313, 0.4286]

a: β = 3.67, p < 0.001 b: β = 0.30, p = 0.045

Comprehension

Fig. 1. Model of recall type (Prompted Recall vs. Free Recall) as a predictor of comprehension, mediated by the use of elaborative strategies. The confidence interval for the indirect
effect is BCa bootstrapped CI based on 1000 samples.

Recall type
Prompted Recall vs. Free Recall

Comprehension

Use of elaborative 
strategies

total effect c: β = 1.57 p = 0.03
direct effect c‘, β = 1.16, p = 0.14

indirect effect, 1.64, 95% CI [0.67, 2.72]
completely standardized indirect effects 0.31, CI [0.14, 0.52]

a: β = 3.67, p < 0.001

b: β = .01, p < 0.001

Number of words Time on task

d1: β = 41.54, p < 0.001 d2: β = 3.06, p < 0.001

p = n. s.

p = n. s.

Fig. 2. Model of recall type (Prompted Recall vs. Free Recall) as a predictor of comprehension, mediated by the use of elaborative strategies and number of words. The confidence
interval for the indirect effect is BCa bootstrapped CI based on 1000 samples.
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Group outperformed the Free Recall Group in the comprehension of
the learning materials. Fact learning did not differ between con-
ditions. The central hypothesis of this study was that the expected
effect on comprehension would be mediated by elaborative stra-
tegies employed during recall (Mediation Hypothesis). This hy-
potheses was also confirmed.

These findings indicate that providing elaborative prompts
during retrieval d that is, instructions to provide examples from
one's own life illustrating the concepts recalled from a video d

enhanced the effectiveness of retrieval practice on comprehension.
These findings are consistent with studies demonstrating benefits
of elaborative interrogation (e.g., Pressley et al., 1987), and
demonstrate that a similar principle can be applied to enhance the
effect of retrieval practice. More specifically, our results provide
support for the constructive retrieval hypothesis (Hinze et al., 2013)
by showing that the act of constructing connections between one's
own life and the to-be-learned material during recall facilitates
comprehension more than simply recalling the information
without elaborative prompts.

We found that four students in the Prompted Recall Group did
not provide any elaboration in their recall protocols. Excluding
these students or re-assigning them to the control groups did not
change our pattern of findings. There were, however, also good
reasons to keep them in the Prompted Recall Group. We cannot be
fully sure whether the intervention did not change the thinking
patterns of the four students, although such changes were not
visible in the recall protocols. It is possible that the alleged non-
elaborating students thought of examples but did not right them
down. Such behavior is also possible in classroom settings when
our prompting intervention is applied. Hence, keeping the students
in their “original” group strengthens the external validity of our
findings.

Some recent studies have contributed to the on-going discus-
sion about the educational relevance of retrieval practice (e.g.,
Dunlosky et al., 2013; Rawson, 2015; van Gog & Sweller, 2015).
Some have explored the effects of different approaches by con-
trasting the learning effects of retrieval practice versus elaborative
learning methods such as concept mapping (e.g., Karpicke & Blunt,
2011; Lechuga, Ortega-Tudela, & G�omez-Ariza, 2015), an imagery-
based keyword method (Karpicke & Smith, 2012), or verbal elab-
oration (e.g., Goossens et al., 2014). The present study offers
another perspective on these different methods. We did not
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contrast different methods, but rather combined them (i.e.,
combining elaborative prompting with retrieval practice). Also the
findings by Blunt and Karpicke (2014. Exp. 2) showed that such
combining can be productive: The effects of concept mapping were
enhanced by coupling it with retrieval demands, that is, taking
away the learning text whose contents should be represented in a
concept map, and requiring learners to recall the information.
Overall, one promising avenue for further thinking about exploiting
the benefits of retrieval practice for educational purposes is to
combine retrieval practice with other constructive learning
methods. The elaborative prompts, as used in this study, is one
example of such a combined approach.

A potential limitation of this combined approach is that it re-
quires additional cost in words and time. The learners in the
elaborative prompting condition wrote longer responses and,
consequently, took more time to complete their recall task. This
difference can be seen as rather “natural”, because thinking about
examples and writing them down takes additional words and time.
Also from a practical point of view, one might not see a major
problem in the time difference. It would be fine to employ an
instructional procedure (such as prompted recall) that would make
students spend more productive time on follow-up course work.

On the other hand, it remains to be determined the extent to
which the learning gains produced by more time-consuming
methods are justified by the time and resources invested in those
methods. Although our statistical findings suggest that the use of
elaboration strategies and not the learning time was the crucial
factor influencing comprehension, it would be theoretically and
practically interesting to explore in future studies whether a similar
effect on comprehension can be obtained when the amount of
words and the learning time invested were the same for different
methods. In doing so, we could analyse if words or time are
necessary consequences of elaborative prompting or whether the
effects of elaboration obtained without these costs.

Another issue for further research refers to the rating of mental
effort. When the students rate their invested mental effort they
might refer to rather different points of reference. Such differences
in reference points might lead to a restricted comparability of the
single scores. Hence, it is sensible to provide a point of reference in
further studies on elaborative prompting. For example, the learners
might compare their mental effort during (elaborative) recall to the
effort they invested during initial learning (here: listening to a
lecture).

Overall, we have shown that an elaborative prompt enhances
the learning effects of retrieval practice. The use of the specific
prompt was inspired by prompting effects found in studies on
journal writing (e.g., Hübner, Nückles,& Renkl, 2010; Nückles et al.,
2009). In those studies, sets of prompts were used, and the most
effective sets included also prompts eliciting organizational and
metacognitive strategies (see, e.g., Nückles et al., 2009). It is an open
question whether enriching a free recall task by an organization
prompt (e.g., “How can you best structure the learning contents in a
meaningful way? ”) or a metacognitive prompt (“What possibilities
do I have to overcome my comprehension problems?”) would have
yielded similar effects on learning outcomes as the presently used
elaboration prompt. One may argue that an elaborative prompt
might boost retrieval practice effects, as elaborative processes have
been proposed to be one of the contributors to the benefits of
retrieval (Endres & Renkl, 2015; Carpenter, 2009, 2011; Rawson
et al., 2015). However, there are also studies showing that
retrieval practice can enhance organization of the learning contents
and metacognition (e.g., Congleton & Rajaram, 2011; Roediger,
Putnam, et al., 2011; Zaromb & Roediger, 2010). Hence, organiza-
tional or metacognitive prompts might further enhance additional
processes responsible for retrieval practice effects. Future studies
should investigate the effects of different prompts that can be used
to potentially boost learning by retrieval.

In conclusion, the present study contributes new insights on
retrieval-enhanced learning with complex, educationally-relevant
materials. In particular, they add to a small but growing number
of studies exploring the effects of retrieval on higher-level,
comprehension-based outcomes (e.g., Butler, 2010; Hinze et al.,
2013; Jensen et al., 2014; Larsen, Butler & Roediger, 2013). Such
studies advance our understanding of retrieval-based learning by
demonstrating that comprehension is significantly enhanced by
engaging in constructive elaboration processes during free recall
retrieval practice, and encourage further research that explores the
pedagogical value of combining retrieval with activities that require
learners to organize and apply the material in different ways.

Appendix. Posttest questions

A Fact based questions (translated from German by first author)

The answers to these questions could all be found in the
video lecture. Hence, the participants had only to recall this
information. Participants could reach from 0 to 4 points.

1 What is meant by interactivity of a task and why does this
depend on the expertise of the learner?

2 What is the central executive?
3 What are schemata?
4 What is meant by “integrated format”?
5 Please explain the so-called modality effect considering the

different sub-systems of human working memory.
B Comprehension questions (translated from German by the first

author):

The answers to these questions were not directly provided in
the lecture. Participants could reach from 0 to 4 points.

1 Empirical evidence shows that the effectiveness of worked
examples decreases with increasing expertise, as compared to
problem solving. That means, in later stages of skill acquisi-
tion it is sensible to have learners solve problems increasingly
on their own. From a cognitive load theory perspective, this
finding is called the “expertise-reversal effect”. What could
this effect mean?

2 In a conversation with a friend who is becoming a math
teacher, she is telling you how difficult math teaching is.
Today, she taught the Pythagorean Theorem. After explaining
the theorem and illustrating it by an example, students should
independently solve tasks. But students were not able to cope
with the tasks. She did not have the feeling of successfully
reaching her teaching goal. How would you explain to your
friend what the problems of her teaching are from a cognitive
load perspective, and how she could solve the problem?

3 Hypermedia learning combines the idea of hypertext and
multimedia approaches. Hypertext refers to a non-linear or-
ganization of information, whose reticular structure is
established through logical connections (links) between
knowledge units (knots). In contrast to linear texts, the
sequence of processing different information is not pre-
scribed. In the case of hypermedia learning environments, the
learners additionally receive information in multimedial
representations (e.g. text, photographs, figures, animations,
audio, videos, etc.). The possibility of using different infor-
mation formats can be seen as an advantage. However, such
an advantage is accompanied by several risks. Where do you
see opportunities and risks of hypermedia learning environ-
ments from the perspective of cognitive load theory?

4 Describe the three kinds of cognitive load in their relation to
each other. Provide your own example which illustrates the
load types in relation to each other.
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